7800 Inhabitants Host more
than a Million Annual Guests
The famous Skagen Painters and the incredible phenomenon of two oceans
‘crashing’ into each other attracts many visitors to the small village of Skagen.
A visit to Skagen will take you to Denmark’s most northern point, known for its incredible light,
created by the sun’s reflection on the sea and sand; its characteristic yellow fishermen houses;
the famous Skagen painters’ colony and the unique, natural phenomenon of two seas colliding
in spectacular fashion. Board a comfortable coach for a 90-minute drive north of Aalborg to the
small fishing village of Skagen whose history dates back to the 13-century.
The stunning light, beautiful nature and the hard and dangerous life of the fishermen inspired
many famous artists. Perhaps you have heard of the Skagen Painters Colony? Amongst them
were: Anne and Michael Ancher, P.S Krøyer, Holga Drachmann, Laurits Tuxen and Carl Locher, to
name a few. We stop first to visit Skagen Art Gallery, where some of the Colony’s finest work of
the ‘Danish Golden Age 1830-1930’ is displayed.

Experience the meet between the 2 oceans, Kattegat and
Skagerak, and enjoy spectacular meet between the waves
coming from each direction.

From here we experience a traditional Danish lunch: delicious, homemade smørrebrød (open
sandwiches), served at a local restaurant. Leaving here we drive north, along the way passing a
collection of Skagen’s lighthouses: the oldest, a wooden bascule light from 1627, the white
lighthouse from 1747 and the recently deactivated, Grey lighthouse from 1858.
Boarding a tractor coach we drive through the sand dunes to visit Denmark’s northernmost
point, Grenen, host to a unique natural phenomenon. Here the Baltic and the North Seas, crash
into each other, culminating in a final encounter of lively waves visible to the naked eye. We
invite you to stand with one foot in each sea and be amazed as you watch the waves colliding
into each other from opposite directions.
Departing Skagen we make a photo stop at the Sand Covered Church, a spectacular sight and a
reminder of the force of nature. This 14-century parish church fell victim to the migrating sands
of the area. Today only the ancient church tower remains visible above the sand. Returning to
our coach we enjoy the drive back to your ship waiting at the quay.

Inside view from the outstanding paintings on Skagen
Museum and experience the world famous local painters
work which is inspired and affect of the unique light in
Skagen.
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Duration

Stops

90 min

Drive to the Museum of Skagen

60 min

Inside visit at the Museum of Skagen

15 min

Drive to Color Hotel for Lunch

60 min

Lunch at Color Hotel

30 min

Drive to ‘Grenen’ through
Gammel-Skagen

45 min

Visit Skagen - drive with tractor trolly

15 min

Drive to the Sand-Covered Church for
a photostop

15 min

Photostop at the Sand-Covered
Church

90 min

Drive back to the pier

Note:
-

Tour duration: 7 hours
The tour may operate in reverse order
Walking is on uneven terrain
Not recommended for physically challenged
guests
Comfortable walking shoes recommended
Not recommended for wheelchair users
Lunch at Color Hotel: 3x Smørrebrød and 1 beer, a
glass of wine or a soda + Coffee/Tea
Alcoholic beverages only served for guest over 18

Photostop at the Sand Covered Church, a spectacular
sight and a reminder of the force of nature.

